Didge intrepid

The Dodge Intrepid is a full sized front-wheel drive four-door sedan that was produced by
Dodge Chrysler for model years to The Intrepid was sold in Canada as the Chrysler Intrepid.
With Dodge's introduction to Mexico during that time, it was badged as a Dodge, replacing the
Dynasty which had been sold there under the Chrysler brand. The Intrepid's design goes back
to , when designer Kevin Verduyn completed the initial exterior design of a new aerodynamic
concept sedan called Navajo. The design never passed the clay model stage. It was also at this
time that the Chrysler Corporation purchased bankrupt Italian sports car manufacturer
Lamborghini. The Navajo's exterior design was reworked and became the Lamborghini
Portofino , released as a concept at the Frankfurt Auto Show. The Portofino was heralded as a
design triumph, setting in motion Chrysler's decision to produce a production sedan with the
Portofino's revolutionary exterior design, called " cab forward ". The cab forward design was
characterized by the long, low slung windshield, and relatively short overhangs. The wheels
were effectively pushed to the corners of the car, creating a much larger passenger cabin than
the contemporaries of the time. During this time, Chrysler began designing the replacement for
the then-new Dodge Dynasty, which was a mid-size car. The acquiring automaker was in
desperate need to replicate the AMC and Renault corporate culture where work was conducted
in an atmosphere "of constant change". The Premier's longitudinal engine mounting layout was
inherited, as was the front suspension geometry, and parts of the braking system. The chassis
itself became a flexible architecture capable of supporting front or rear-wheel drive designated
"LH" and "LX" respectively. The chassis design was continually refined throughout the
following years, as it underpinned more Chrysler prototypes: the Chrysler Millennium and Eagle
Optima. The transmission was inspired by the Premier's Audi and ZF automatics. The initial
standard 3. The Intrepid was available in two trim levels: base and the sportier, better-equipped
ES, which added four-wheel disc brakes, 16" wheels with better tires, and stiffer "touring"
suspension damping. All Intrepids received driver and front passenger airbags, a rarity at the
time, as well as air conditioning and the four-speed automatic transmission. Anti-lock brakes
were optional, as was traction control and the more powerful 3. The Intrepid's launch marked a
new image for the Dodge brand, which began to market itself as "The New Dodge" with a
marketing campaign featuring actor Edward Herrmann , who would go on to serve as the
brand's spokesperson for the rest of the decade. Changes were few over the Intrepid's initial
five-year production. A new variable-assist power steering rack replaced the original for ,
allowing for easier parking while maintaining a firmer feel at speed. The touring suspension
tuning was also made standard equipment in the base model this year. Anti-lock brakes were
made standard in the ES in , and in a new manual shift function for the automatic transmission ,
called Autostick , was inherited from the Eagle Vision TSi: the first transmission of its kind
available in a mainstream car. In addition, Chrysler updated the Dodge Intrepid for the model
year, adding the previous Dodge Ram logo, which was used from Each exterior treatment uses
a hoodline and chrome accented daytime running lights with body colored accents. The LH cars
were redesigned for the model year, with the Intrepid being designed by Robert Boniface and
taking 31 months from design freeze to commencement. The engines were replaced by two new
all-aluminum units: a DOHC 2. At the same time the 3. The Intrepid was completely redesigned
for the model year, arriving in showrooms during late Body shells were designed to be stronger
and stiffer, as well as incorporating double-shear suspension mounts and integrated side
impact protection. The second generation was marketed to the commercial and government
markets, particularly the base and SE trim levels. These packages had distinctive styling
differences such as small hub caps and additional wiring to support strobes and flashers in the
trunk compartment and in the front by the grill. The 3. These packages and some non-police
non-commercial packages featured plastic front-end intake vents that routed air onto the rotors
for additional cooling and stopping power. Marlin was the first to win in a Dodge, giving the
marque its first victory since Neil Bonnett 's win at Ontario. In the late s, Chrysler used the
Intrepid as a research platform for a hybrid electric vehicle in a diesel-electric configuration. The
first vehicle was built in a series hybrid configuration, while the next two were considered mild
hybrids. These were attempted in the time frame of to The ESX design team set a high goal of
making the vehicle capable of sipping gasoline at the rate of 80 miles per US gallon 2. The figure
was impressive for such a vehicle. However, the car used a number of exotic materials, which
made the cost excessive if it were ever to go into full-scale production. Part of this price
increase was caused by the use of lead-acid batteries. The vehicle was made much lighter than
normal by using an aluminum frame and carbon fiber composite material. This version used
nickel metal hydride batteries. It used less expensive materials, such as injection-molded
thermoplastic instead of carbon fiber. The second-generation Intrepid again made the list for
and Both generations won Consumer Guide's "Best Buy" award. Some second-generation 2. An
unknown number of Intrepid owners have been affected. Fixes include changing to synthetic oil,

inspection, and even engine replacement. During the Chrysler bankruptcy proceedings, there
was concern among consumer advocate groups that Chrysler's proposed "free and clear" sale
of assets to "New Chrysler" would allow the automaker to avoid liability for the oil sludge
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1 - 1 out of 1 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Not disappointed at all. I was really Leary about
buying this car with the reviews some people have posted, but I have already put on close to
miles on her with no issues at all with most of it being highway miles. My only disappointment
is visibility for backing up as the trunk does set up high. Roomy and comfort, sleek style and
comfortable ride. Handles great in the rain. Should I run into issues down the line it will be
worth fixing as it is hard to find a gem like this especially with back seat leg room. But I believe
with utmost care such as oil changes and things this car will last. I would say the plastic
headlight covers are not the greatest with condensation but I had seen what people have done
to resolve this issue with great results which is no biggie. Other then that I am very happy and
pleased. Read more. Read less. Remember that mileage and condition can affect price. Learn
more about the Dodge Intrepid. The used Dodge Intrepid received an average score of 4. If you
want to learn more about the Dodge Intrepid, read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used
Dodge Intrepid? Dealers near you have 1 used Dodge Intrepid vehicle for sale right now. You
can sort available Intrepid vehicles by distance to find the vehicles closest to you. Price,
mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when buying a used Dodge Intrepid.
We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and
paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Dodge Intrepid you're buying
doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for
determining how reliable a used Dodge Intrepid will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used
Dodge Intrepid available at Edmunds, 4 are one-star reviews. Take a look at those reviews first,
as they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Sign Up. Make Model Year.
Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. It looks like the only vehicles matching your search at
this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your search or save this search to get
notified when matching inventory is available. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim SE 1. Vehicle History No
Accidents 1. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 1. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 1. Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No
accidents. Showing 1 - 1 out of 1 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I recently purchased my
2nd Dodge Intrepid. They are very dependable cars,as long as they're taken care of. My 1st

Intrepid was a Owned it 3 years and only replaced a tire rod and the power steering pump
previous owner neglected it. I accumulated alot of miles on that car. When I let it go it had ,
miles and still going strong. My current intrepid is a Sitting at , Excellent car. I change my oil
every 5, miles. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Used Dodge Intrepid for Sale 3. Overall Rating.
Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. When I got it there were 84, miles on it, now
I have around , miles on it. So far I have taken my intrepid on two long trips over miles with only
a blowout as my only issue with the car. It is a v6 which is not great on gas but not awful either.
My state is littered with pot holes and by some miracle they have not taken a toll on my dodge.
The power steering went out once but it was an easy fix. I also had to get the catalytic converter
replaced when I first got it which is why I got the car at such a good price. All in all this car was
very reliable and almost never let me down with break downs and maintenance. I have had my
dodge intrepid for around five years now. I once picked up a stranded family on the side of the
road. I drove them to the nearest mechanic so they could have their car towed. Very durable
Very few trips to the mechanic good highway mileage good trunk space. Interior could be better
paint job is starting to wear thin had to replace the catalytic converter. Overall 3. I'm not a
mechanic but I would like to learn how to better care for my automobiles. This car, as I later
learned has an engine that is reviled, mostly in relation to the car's water pump. This car seems
very reliable and something that could last a long time if properly taken care of. This vehicle
was purchased used and has given me a little trouble, but not as bad as it could have been. I
once transported my very heavy and wide half stack guitar amplifier in the back seat with no
problem and room to spare for a friend! The car feels solid. It drives smooth as long as it is
properly taken care of. My favorite feature of the vehicle is the spacious trunk. The top negative
thing about this vehicle is the placement of it's water pump so close to the engine. I live in
constant fear that the seal will burst and ruin my engine. Also, there air conditioner is sub-par.
The tires maintain pressure and the gas mileage is actually quite decent. It is a four door sedan
and rather spacious, while also maintaining a sleek, aerodynamic contour. The blind spots are
minimal and the vehicle is properly maintained oil check, brake pads, fluids, air filters changed,
etc. With proper upkeep, the vehicle still runs like new with over , miles. The seats are
comfortable and absorb any body type. The acceleration is sensitive and the car stops on a
dime. I feel safe driving this vehicle and as it is my first car I would not trade it for anything in
the world. The trunk space is copious as well. Approaching , miles however, the transmission
started to go and the c The Dodge Intrepid provides the owner with a smooth ride as it hugs the
curves of the road. Approaching , miles however, the transmission started to go and the car was
rather jerky as it struggled to change between gears. Also, the rusting began to become evident
as it is nearly 20 years old. I opened the door on the street and a passing driver ripped it off. My
favorite feature of the vehicle would be the sound system. The volume could go exceptionally
loud and the bass goes super deep. As the car was a hand me down from my elder brother, I
was pleased with how quiet the exhaust was, even despite the amount of built up oxidation in
the piece of machinery. The windshield wiper blades did their job practically silently and with
ease. The wheels were hubcaps which were in my opinion better than rims, just in case
someone hit a curb or something. I enjoyed the fact I enjoyed the fact that there were four doors
and I could transport my friends around comfortably. The car was a V-6 with a large amount of
horsepower which made going up and down hills rather simple. The Dodge Intrepid is a stellar
vehicle which offers a wonderful means of transportation from point A to point B. If one is
looking for a sleek ride, this is it! The top negatives of the Dodge Intrepid include the fact that
the transmission starts to diminish rapidly once one hits about ,, miles. Also, when one gets in
the upper scale of mileage the exhaust starts to fade in regards to quality and becomes
incredibly loud. There was no middle storage console which folds down in order to place things
in. Another negative of this car is that the side view mirrors are sometimes difficult to see out
of. Some more negatives of the car are the fact that the taillights are improperly designed and
sometimes they are hard to see. The car ha The car has a rather low roof and sometimes it is a
bit difficult to get in and out of. Alongside this negative point, the car is seated and rides rather
low to the ground, so sometimes while driving it feels like one's bottom is scraping the road.
The steering also gets quite shaky when pushes the speedometer up to over MPH and the
steering gets tough. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,

CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Some cars are so bad that the
entire line seems to be made up of lemons. The Dodge Intrepid was one such car. It had some
amazing reviews from some sites, but there was one major flaw in its design that led to its
downfall. According to Car Complaints, it ranks number 10 out of the 20 worst vehicles of all
time. The Intrepid was a full-size sedan that was produced from It had a slick body based off the
Lamborghini. The cab-forward design pioneered by Chrysler pushes the wheels to the ends of
car, and the low nose and high tail give it a sleek, aerodynamic shape with a drag coefficient of.
There were three engine options on the Intrepid. The standard engine was a 2. Even tall
individuals could sit in the Intrepid comfortably, and there was an optional front bench seat that
brought its capacity up to six passengers. This set the Intrepid apart from some competitors.
Since there were no safety features like lane change assist or parking assist back in , the
Intrepid had a large back window. This improved visibility so that drivers could see to change
lanes and park their car without fear of bumping into another vehicle. The Intrepids that had the
3. The 2. This is actually an easy problem to identify. Driving Tests reports that engine sludge
is,. Some of the main causes for the buildup of engine sludge are stop and go driving and short
commutes. This can be prevented by changing your oil regularly , but the 2. The only solution
for this proble
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m was exchanging the 2. Instead, because the Federal government never issued a recall, Dodge
continued to use the 2. In total, the Intrepid had 19 problems reported to Car Complaints, but the
oil sludge was by far the biggest. It had complaints, as opposed to the second-highest-ranking
problem. That was engine knocking, and only 61 people complained about it. Since the Intrepid
is number 10, you know there had to be some that were worse. The vehicle that earned the
number one position was the Ford Explorer , due to an extreme number of transmission failure
complaints. The second worst was the Honda Accord, and the third was the Hyundai Sonata.
Ford not only had the worst vehicle on the list, but also had the most vehicles. The Ford Focus
had the most, with four model years, and the Ford Explorer came in second with three. Jeep,
Nissan, and Honda all tied for second place. Still, those vehicles have remained in the running
in spite of their issues. Home Cars. What is the Dodge Intrepid?

